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in his guide-book, but which dictated, even from a distance, attractions and repulsions, and in accordance with which all kinds of individual choices, decisions whereon destinies depended, were being made every moment.
Each one of these lines began at some point on the periphery, or a little further inside; continued towards the centre in its own peculiar way, insinuating itself between districts or cutting them in two ; made curves and bends and unfurled itself again, crossed other lines and seemed wedded to them for a moment; and came to rest at the other end of Paris or, on the contrary, returned to its starting-point.
There was the line of wealth, which ran like a restless, debatable frontier — often pushed forward or drawn back, continually skirted or crossed by a coming and going of neutrals or fugitives - between the two halves of Paris, each oriented towards its own pole : the pole of wealth, which for the past century has been slowly moving from the Madeleine towards the fitoile ; the pole of poverty, whose pallid emanations, whose green and glacial aurora, oscillated at that time from the rue Rdbeval to the rue Julien-Lacroix.
There was the line of business, which resembled a pocket turned inside out, or a cow's stomach attached to the line of fortifications to the north-east and hanging down far enough to touch the river. It was in this pocket that the forces of trade and speculation jostled one another, heated one another, made one another ferment.
There was the line of physical love, which did not, like the line of wealth, separate Paris into two halves with contrary signs, and did not either, like the line of business, assume the swollen shape of a sack. It formed rather a kind of smear. It marked the phosphorescent course of physical love across Paris, with ramifications here and there, and backwaters or wide, stagnant overflowings. It resembled the Milky Way.
There was the line of work, the line of thought, the line of pleasure. . . „ But it suffices to have divined a few of these mysterious markings in the twilight. They will reveal themselves more clearly later on, to eyes trained to decipher them,
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